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The purpose of this note is to demonstrate the following 
THEOREM. Let t be an involution in the jnite group G and let K be the 
conjugate class in G represented by the element t. Assume the following hypotheses 
on K: 
(i) Not all members of K are mutually commuting. 
(ii) If t, and t, are commuting members of K, there exists a third member t, 
commuting with both t, and t, having the property that every element in K 
commutes with an odd number of the members qf (tl , t, , t3). 
(iii) At least two members of K commute. 
Let N = (K) be the smallest normal subgroup of G containing K. Then 
N/N n Co(K) E Sp(2n, 2). 
(The elements of K can be made to correspond to transvections in this factor.) 
There is also an immediate 
COROLLARY. Let K be a class of involutions in a finite group G. Assume 
(4 tl 1 t, E K, [tl , tz] = 1 implies t,t, E K 
(b) If t, , t, are commuting members of K, then every element in K commutes 
with at least one non-identity element in the 4group generated by t, and t, . 
(c) At least two members of K commute. 
Then (K) is a normal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G, all of whose 
non-identity elements are fused in G. 
The hypotheses (iii) and (c) of the Theorem and Corollary, respectively, 
do not really restrict their applicability, for if these hypotheses fail, t is weakly 
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closed in its centralizer and Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [2] controls the 
structure of N. 
Proof of the Corollary. I f  all pairs of involutions in K commute with one 
another, the conclusion regarding (Kj follows at once. Otherwise, the 
hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii) of the theorem hold for K with t,t, in the role oft, 
in hypothesis (ii). It follows that (Kj modulo C = C,(K) is the symplectic 
group over Z, with the elements of K corresponding to transvections. But 
if t, and I? correspond to two commuting transvections in Sp(2n, 2), then 
t, = t,f, is not a transvection. This contradicts t, = t,t, E K from (a). 
The proof of the theorem requires a few graph-theoretic notions which 
we now define. All graphs considered will be non-directed graphs without 
loops. If  .X and y  are distinct points in the graph Q, x h y  will indicate that 
(x, y) is an arc. Given x E Q, set B(x) = {y ~ y  E Q, .I^ y  yj, the boundary c~f 
s in 9 (note that x is not a member of R(x)). We say that a graph .Q is regular 
if all sets B(x), x E Q have the same cardinality. In case B(x) is finite, we say 
that the regular graph .Q has multiplicity 1 B(x)j, the number of arcs leaving 
each point of Q. By a subgraph Y of Q we mean a graph whose points are 
those of a subset of Y of Q and whose arcs are those arcs (s, y) of 9 for which 
X, y  E Y. A sequence 
( .V() , Xl ,..., x7?), N, E Q, .vz - xi+1 7 i = o,..., n - 1, 
is called a path from x0 to 3~‘~ of length n. (One may also regard (x,,) as a path 
of length 0 from x0 to x,, .) The distance d(a, b) is the minimum length of all 
paths from a to b. We define the diameter of Q as the integer diam(Q) =: 
sup(d(a, b) j (a, 6) E Q x Q) when the supremum exists. 
For elements of G, the symbol [x, y] will denote the commutator ~piyp’.~y. 
In writing centralizer Co(g) f  o an element g E G we will occasionally suppress 
the subscript “G”. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let !J denote the graph whose points are the 
elements of K and whose arcs are the (unordered) pairs of commuting 
involutions in K. Then G acts (by conjugation of elements of K) as a point- 
transitive group of automorphisms of Q. The hypotheses (ii) and (iii) force 
diam(Q) = 2. The reason for this is that if t, and t, are elements of K which 
fail to commute, we can find an element yr commuting with t, (by (iii) and 
transitivity) and (by (ii)) a third element yz commuting with both t, and y1 
for which {tl , yi , ya} contains at least one element commuting with tz . 
Clearly, either yi or ya commutes with both t, and t, . Hence d(t, , t2) -1. 2 
and diam(Q) = 2. Select an element t in K, and set I’ == C(t) n K - {t}, and 
Z = K - (C(t) n K) so that, in a graph-theoretic sense, r and Z are the 
circles of radii 1 and 2 about t. 
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The proof now proceeds by a series of short steps: 
(A) Each point of rsends s = $! 2’ 1 arcs to Z. Also ris a regular subgraph 
OfQ. 
For each point x in r, set s, = ~ B(x) n 2‘ 1. By hypothesis (ii), there 
exists a point s’ in r n B(x) such that each point of Z is arced to exactly one 
of x and s’. We have 
z = (B(x) n Z) + (B(x’) n 2) 
where I denotes disjoint union. Thus 
Since Q is regular with multiplicity : r 1, for each s E r, x sends 
m, = 1 r / - s, - 1 arcs to further points in I’. Since by (ii) each point of 
r = C(t) n K - {t> is arced to x if, and only if, it is also arced to x’, we 
see that 
m, = I B(X) n r 1 = ~((B(x) n r) - (.c>) u (32’)~ = 1 B(d) n r j = 1n,, 
and this forces s,. = s,, . Then 
for all .Y E r, which proves (A). 
(B) No two distinct points in Q can have the same boundary. Moregenerally, 
{YI> u R(YI) = (~3 u B(y2) impliesy, = y2. 
Suppose {yl> u B(Y,) = (~~1 u B(Y,). B ecause of the transitivity of G 
on Q assume yr = t, and write y  for ya . I f  y  E r, then y  is arced every other 
memberofrandsos,= Irj-m,-1 =O.Bystep(A)iZi =O,andthis 
contradicts diam(Q) = 2. If  y  E Z, then y  is arced to every member x in r. 
But by hypothesis (ii) there exists an element N’ in r such that y  is arced to 
exactly one of {x, x’}. This contradiction proves (B). 
(C) Given x E r, the element x’ in rfor which ecery element of Q is arced 
to an odd number of members of {t, x, x’} is uniquely determined by the choice 
oft and x. 
Suppose x1 and xa both had the property that X, E r, and every element 
of 52 is arced to an odd number of members of (t, x, xi}. Then each member 
of Z is arced to exactly one member of each of the pairs (x, x1) and (x, x2). 
Thus B(q) n Z = B(q) n 2. In addition, 
{x1} u (B(xJ n r) = {x} u (B(X) n r) = {x2} u (B(x,) n r). 
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Since both x1 and x2 are arced to t, we have 
(Xl} u 23(x,) = (x2$ u B(x,) 
and so x1 = x2 by step (B). This proves step (C). 
(D) Let the symbol e(t, x) denote the unique element .A! determined from the 
arced pair (t, x) in accordance with hypothesis (ii) and step (C). Then e can be 
viewed as a mapping from the set of arcs of Q into Q. The following identities hold 
(a) 4x, y) = e(y, x) 
(b) 4x, e(x, Y)) = Y 
(c) g-‘e(x, y)g = e(g-lxg, g-lyg) 
for allg in G. 
(d) Suppose t, x and y  are members of K ulhich commutes with one 
another. Then e(t, e(x, y)) = e(x, e(t, y)). 
The triples {s, y, e(x, y)], with .x and y  arced, form a system of triangles 
on Q, which we shall refer to as the fundamental triangles. By step (C), every 
arc lies in a unique fundamental triangle, whence (a) and (b) follow. Also (c) 
follows from this, since G acts as a group of automorphisms of Q and e(x, y) 
is defined from s and y  by purely intrinsic graph-theoretic properties. 
Suppose t, .x and y  are members of K which commute with one another. 
We now prove part (d), by proving that every point in D arced to e(t, e(x, y)) 
is also arced to e(s, e(t, y)). 
Suppose a is arced to e(t, e(x, y)). Suppose first, that a is arced to t. Then a is 
arced to P(.v, y). Then a is either arced to both x and y  or is arced to neither. 
I f  a is arced to both, then it is arced to e(t, y) and hence is arced to e(x, e(t, y)). 
I f  a is arced to neither x nor y, it is also not arced to e(t, y) since it is arced to 
only one member, t, of the fundamental triangle {t, y, e(t, y)}. Since a is not 
arced to s nor e(t, y), a is necessarily arced to e(x, e(t, y)). Now suppose a is 
not arced to t. Since by assumption a is arced to e(f, e(x, y)) we see that a is 
not arced to e(x, y) and so is arced to one of x or y. I f  a is arced to x, then a is 
not arced toy. Since a is also not arced to t, we must have a arced to e(i, y), 
whence a is arced to e(s, e(t, y)). On the other hand, if a is arced toy, then a is 
not arced to either .Y or e(t, y) and hence is arced to e(.v, e(t, y)). Hence in all 
cases, n is arced to e(t, e(x, y)). It follows from step (B) that e(t, e(x, y)) -= 
e(x, e(t, y)), proving part (d). 
(E) Each point in Z receives ales from Y = 11 r points in r. 2’ i.q a 
regular subgraph of 8. 
Ifs E Z7, then e(t, x) E r by (D). I Tram (ii) each member of 2 must bc arced 
to either .Y or e(t, x), but not both. Thus each member of 2 receives an arc 
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from one member of each of the al I’ 1 p airs {x, e(t, x)}, x E r. The pairs are 
disjoint by (D) part (b). Thus Y  = $1 I’ I. 
Since G is transitive on Q each point of 9 sends 1 I’ 1 arcs to other points. 
Thus since diamQ=2, each point of 2 sends Iri-$ir] = $lrl 
arcs to other points of Z, and so z‘ is a regular subgraph of Q. 
(F) Suppose y1 and y2 are two distinct elements in L’, whose boundaries 
coincide in r. Then their boundaries are disjoint in Z-i.e., 
implies 
Yl ,YzE‘fY B(Yl) n r = B(Y,) n r 
B(Y,) n B(Y,) c r. 
Moreover, if y1 and yz are arced, then every point of 2 is either arced to .yl OY 
y2 but not both. 
First suppose yr N yz . Then since G is transitive on Q, Step (A) implies 
I B(Y,) ~ @(yd n WA)1 = I W3~d - (B(Y~ n B(Y,))/ = s = $1 2 I. 
On the other hand, since Y = :I r 1, by step (E), we have 
WY,) n WY,) 2 r n B(Y~, i = 1,2. 
Thus each of the sets B(y<) - (B(y,) n B(y,)), i = 1, 2, lies in Z. Since 
they are disjoint and have cardinality 41 Z /, their union is Z. This forces 
B(y,) n B(y,) C r. In particular, each point of 2 is either arced to yr or ya . 
Next suppose yi is not arced to y2 . Again, using the transitivity of G on 
the points of R and step (E), we see that / B(y,) n B(y,)I = Y = 41 T I. 
The conclusion of (F) now follows since the hypothesis on yr and y2 and a 
direct application of (E) also imply 
iB(y,)nB(yp)nl’/ = p(y,)nTl =;!r!, i= 1,2. 
(G) Given y1 E LY:, y1 and tylt have the same boundary in I’. No further 
point yz in 2 exists having this same boundary in I’. Put another way, 
implies 
y2 E Z, B(y,) n r = q-v,) n r 
Y2 = ?/I OY tYlt. 
Let C = [y j y  E 2, B(y) n r = B(y,) n r). Then since t centralizes 
every member of r and leaves Z invariant, it follows that tCt = C, and, 
since C n C(t) is empty, 1 C 1 is even. 
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Assume C properly contains {y, , tyrtl. Then ~ C j 3 4, and we may take 
{Ul t u2 , ua , ZQ> to be a set of four distinct members of C. If  two points of 
C, say ur and U$ , are arced, then, from the last part of step (F), ua and uq are 
each arced to either u1 or ug . Since B(u,) n B(q) n Z is empty, us and u4 
are arced to different members of {U r , u&. Then since ur and uz are arced to 
each other either B(u,) n B(u~) n Z or B(uJ n II n Z is nonempty. 
Either case contradicts step (F). Hence there are no arcs in C. Then the sets 
B(u,) n Z, i = 1, 2, 3,4 are all disjoint of cardinality +I I’ /, (since by step (E) 
Z is a regular graph of multiplicity ii r i). Thus I Z 1 > 4 + 4(&l I’ 1) = 
4 -r- 21 I’ 1. On the other hand Q is regular and so s = $1 Z / is less than / r , 
the multiplicity of Q. Thus 21 r ! 12 Z ;: 4 -+- 21 I’ , a patent contra- 
diction. Thus I C 1 > 2 cannot be maintained and step (G) follows. 
(H) Fix y1 in 2. If  x E Z - {yl , ty,t], then x is either arced to y1 or tylt. 
We already see from step (G) that .x is not arced both toy, and tyrt. Suppose 
s is not arced to either yr or tylt. We shall achieve a contradiction by proving 
that B(x) n r = B(y,) n r, which forces T E (yi , tylt> by step (G). 
Suppose u is an element in (B(x) n r) - (B(y,) n r). Then by hypothesis 
(ii) of the theorem, since x is not arced toy i , yi is necessarily arced to one of u 
or e(x, u). Since y1 is not arced to u (by its choice), yr is arced to e(x, u). 
Similarly, since B(ty,t) n r =: B(y) n I’, tylt is also not arced to u, nor x, 
and hence by (ii) is also arced to e(x, u). Thus e(x, u) E B(y,) n B(ty,t) C r 
(by step (F)). But this is impossible since this forces t to commute with both u 
and e(x, u) but not x (against (ii)). Hence (B(s) n r) - (B(y,) n r) is empty 
so B(x) n r C B(y,) n r. Since both sets have cardinality Y = $1 r , 
B(x) n r = B(y,) n r, the desired conclusion. 
(I) Given y1 EC, y1 and tylt are not arced. iMoreover, yltyl = tylt. 
Hence in general, if t, and t, are any two non-commuting involutions in K, 
t,t, has order 3. 
First assume yr and tylt are arced. Then by the last statement in step (F), 
.L’ = .L’r + Zz , yi E Z, tylt E 2, where L’i -= Z n B(ty,t) and J$ = .Z n B(y,). 
Then by step (E), since .Z is a regular subgraph with multiplicity +i r 1, 
I~,I-~/rl=1~~I.Thus/~I=/r/. 
On the other hand, since yi and tylt are assumed to be arced, it follows 
from the fact that G is transitive on Q, that the multiplicity of the regular 
subgraph r is m, = 1 B(y,) n B(ty,t)!. But this is also i B(y,) n r 1 = 
r = $1 r; from (E). Thus m, = $1 r 1. But the number of arcs leaving a 
pointinQislrI=l+m,-ts=l +flr: +$!XI.Thusjr( -2+lZI, 
and this contradicts the final assertion of the previous paragraph. 
Thus we may assume that yi and tylt are not arced. We now see that t and 
tylt are two points not arced to yr , whose boundaries B(t) and B(ty,t) both 
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meet the boundary of yr at the same set. It follows from the transitivity of 
G on Q and step (G) thatyity, = tyit and so (yrt)” = 1. 
The last statement in (I) follows from the transitivity of G on Sr and the 
otherwise arbitrary choice of y, in Z throughout steps (F), (G) and (I). 
(J) Set V = (0) u K and for each involution y in K dej;ne the permutation 
pv on I; by the rules: 
CLVP) = Y, dv) = 0 
p!,(x) = e(y, x) if x t K - y  and x commutes with y 
py(x) = yxy if x E K and x fails to commute with y. 
Then the permutations p,, are all involutions, and 
PLU o P, = IlL 0 Pu for all y, x E K. 
That pV is an involution follows from the observation that pU stabilizes 
C(y) r\ K -- (y} and K - C(y) n K as sets, and step (D), part (b). 
To verify the commutativity we may assume without loss of generality 
that y  = t and that x f  t. The proof is divided into two cases. 
Case I 
s commutes with t. Then on (0, t, x and e(t, x)} pz and pt , respectively, 
induce the permutations (0, x)(t, e(t, x)) and (0, t)(x, e(x, t)). These are 
commuting permutations. It remains then, to show that &r(y)) = &Q(Y)) 
for y  E K - {t, x, e(t, x)}. 
Subcase Ia. y  commutes with both t and x. Then 
P&~(Y)) = 4tl 4x., Y)) = 4~ 44 Y)) = P&(YN 
by step (D), part (d). 
Subcase I b . y commutes with one of t and x. Without loss of generality 
assume y  commutes with t but not x. Then t commutes with xyx so 
P&z(Y)) = PL(XY4 = 4, XY-4 
= e(xtx, xyx) = xe(t, y)x 
= PAPt(Y)) 
for x does not commute with e(t, y) since first, it must commute with 1 or 3 
members of the fundamental triangle {t, y, e(t, y)}, and second, it commutes 
with t but not y. 
Subcase Ic. y  commutes with neither x nor t. Then t does not commute 
xyx and x does not commute with tyt. Hence 
pt(pp( y)) = p&yx) = txyxt = xtytx = pz(pt( y)). 
Case II. 
t and x do not commute. Then xtx = txt and so pJ and pt induce commuting 
permutations on the set 0’ = {O, t, s, txt}. Thus we wish to investigate the 
commutativity on arguments y  in V - U. 
Subcase Ha. y commutes with both t and x. Then 31: commutes only with 
y  among {t, y, e(t, y)) and t commutes only with y  among {x, y, e(x, y)}. 
Hence 
~~(~dy)) = x44 y)x = etxt.5 y) 
= e(txt, y) = te(x, y)t 
= PdPZ:(Y))~ 
Subcase IIb. y commutes with one of {t, x}. Without loss of generality we 
may assuee that y  commutes with t but not x. Then t does not commute with 
yxy = xyx. Then 
On the other hand, since x does not commute with t nory, by (ii), x commutes 
with e(t, y). Then &Q(Y)) = e(x, e(t, y)). It remains to show that 
txyxt = e(x, e(tl y)). 
This can be accomplished by virtue of step (C), by first showing that txyxt 
is arced to both x and e(t, y); second, that any element a arced to both x 
and e(t, y), is also arced to txyxt, and third, by showing that any element a 
not arced to either x or e(t, y) is also arced to txyxt. 
I f  txyxt = tyxyt were to commute with t, then x would also commute 
with t, contrary to assumption. Also if txyxt = tyxyt were to commute withy, 
then x would commute with y, another contradiction. But txyxt must be 
arced to an odd number of {t, y, e(t, y)} and so txyxt is arced to e(t, y). 
Also by step (H), since txyxt is not arced to t, it is arced to one of x and txt. 
I f  txyxt - txt then xyx - x, whence y  - xxx = x contrary to assumption. 
Hence txyxt is arced to x. 
Xow suppose a is an element in Q arced to both x and e(t, y). We wish to 
show that a is arced to txyxt. First suppose a E r so a - t. Then a - e(t, y) 
implies a - y  and so a commutes with t, x, and y  and hence commutes with 
txyxt. Now suppose a E Z. If  a - y, then a - e(t, y) implies a - t against 
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our present supposition on a. Hence a is not arced to y. It follows from step 
(H), that since a and xyx = yxy are not arced to t, a is arced to one ofyxy or 
tyxyt. I f  a were arced to yxy = xyx then u N x would imply a N y, contrary 
to the sentence preceding the last. Thus a is arced to txyxt, the desired 
conclusion. 
Now suppose a is not arced to either x or e(t,y). First a is arced 
to one of {t, y}. I f  a N t, then a is not arced to y. In that case, since a is not 
arced to x we have that a N xyx in which case a N txyxt since a commutes 
with t: On the other hand if a wy then a is not arced to t so a N txt and 
a N ytxty. Since y  and t commute, we have a N ytxty = tyxyt = txyxt. 
Thus in all cases a N txyxt. 
From the uniqueness in step (C), we see that txyxt = e(x, e(t, y)), con- 
cluding this subcase. 
Subcuse 11~. y  does not commute with either t nor x. Then x commutes with 
tyt and t commutes with xyx by step (H). It then follows that 
P&+(Y)) = 4x, 04 
P&~Y)) = 46 XYX), 
We wish to show e(x, yt) = e(t, y”). Since y  does not commute with either 
t or x, y  commutes with xt . Hence yt commutes with x but not t. Thus 
e(x,yt) commutes with x and f, while t does not commute with x. Then 
e(x,yt) = e(x, yt)fz = e(b+,y”) = 44Y”). 
This completes the proof of step (J). 
(K) CL&) = p&)for all x, Y E K. 
If  x = y, the result is trivial. I f  x commutes with y  the equation reads 
e(x,y) = e(y, x) which is (D), part (a). I f  x and y  do not commute, the 
equation reads xyx = yxy which holds because of (I). 
(L) Dejine addition on V by the rules 0 + 0 = 0, 0 + x = x = x + 0 
for all x E K, and x + y  = pz(y) for all x, y  E K. Then V is an elementary 
ubeliun 2-group with respect to the operation +. 
First the operation is commutative by (K). Associativity follows from this, 
the rules regarding zero, and (J) since 
(x +Y) + z = P&(Y)) = P&b(Y)) = x + (Y t 2). 
Also x + x = 0 follows from (D) part (b). 
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(M) Definef : V x V-t Z, by therulesf(0, LX) =f(a, 0) = O;f(a, a) = 0 
,for each a: E V andfor two distinct elements x, y  E K, f (x, y) = 0 or 1 according 
as x andy commute (are arced in Sz) or do not commute (are not arced), respectively. 
Then f is a nondegenerate symplectic bilinear form on V. 
First f (u, v) = f (v, U) for all u, v  E V, by its definition. It remains to show 
that 
for all 24, vi , va in V. This holds trivially if u = 0, or if at least one of vi 
or v$ is 0. .%ssume, then, that u, vr , ‘vz lie in K. Suppose u commutes with both 
vi and v2 . Then the right side of equation (1) is 0 + 0 = 0. Also, vr + v’2 
denotes the involution e(vi , v.J or vivav, : vav1v2 in K according as vr and 
vu$ commute or do not commute. It is clear that in either case, u commutes 
with vr -- va and so the left side of (1) is a so zero. Now suppose u commutes 1 
with only one of vr and vi, say vi . Then u cannot commute with either 
e(v, , v2) or v,v2v1 == ~v,‘zi~ and so 
.f(Ua 74 ~-t v2) = 1 = 1 -t 0 = f  (u, zj) + f(u, UJ. 
Now suppose u commutes with neither vi or v2 . I f  v1 and vu2 commute, then 
u must commute with e(a, , v2) by hypothesis (ii). I f  vi and vz fail to commute 
then u commutes with vrvavr = zlsvrva . Thus 
f  (u, ‘zil + v*) === 0 = 1 + 1 -~ f  (24, v,) -tf(u, z+) 
in this case. Thus (1) holds in all cases. 
The form f  is nondegenerate since no element of .Q is arced to all other 
members of Q. 
(N) The permutation h, induced on V by conjugating the elements of K by 
t and (formally) leaving 0 fixed, represents a linear transformation of V which is 
a symplectic transvection with direction t. 
The permutation in question, for each t t K is 
h t : O-0 
.Y + txt for XE K. 
Then h,(x) = .Y if x E C(t) n K and h,(x) = x + t if x E K ~ (K n C(t)), 
by our definition of “+“. It follows that h,(x) = x -1f(t, x)t where the 
juxtaposed pairs of symbols Ot and It are understood to mean 0 and t, 
respectively. It follows at once that h, is a symplectic transformation of V. 
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(0) (Ol((k’) n G(W) = QG% 2). 
I f  1 V 1 = 2”, the mapping t -+ h, is an obvious homomorphism of the 
subgroup (K) into Sp(2n, 2) in such manner that every possible symplectic 
transvection on I’ is induced. Since @(2n, 2) is generated by its symplectic 
transvections (see [I]), and since (K) n Co(K) is the relevant kernel, (0) 
holds. 
The conclusion of the theorem is immediate. 
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